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Abs t r ac t . A new formalism, called Hiord, for defining type-free higher-
order logic programming languages with predicate abstraction is intro-
duced. A model theory, based on partial combinatory algebras, is pre-
sented, with respect to which the formalism is shown sound. A program-
ming language built on a subset of Hiord, and its implementation are 
discussed. A new proposal for defining modules in this framework is con-
sidered, along with several examples. 
1 Introduction 
This paper presents a new declarative formalism, called Hiord, for logic pro-
gramming with untyped higher-order logic and predicate abstractions. This is 
followed by a discussion of various practical restrictions of this logic to make it 
amenable to speedy translation to WAM-compilable code and static analysis. 
A number of proposals have been made over the past two decades to in-
troduce higher-order features into logic programming in a declarative fashion 
by extending the underlying logic, among them AProlog and Hilog [1-4]. This 
has proven a very useful way to place on a solid logical ground certain natural 
steps that , in the original ñrst-order context of puré logic programming, seem to 
compromise declarative transparency. For example, the simple transformation of 
code such as the following: 
a l l ( P r o p , [ ] ) . 
a lKProp , [H|T1]) : - call(Prop,H) , a l l (P rop ,T l ) . 
a lKProp , [ ] ) . 
a lKProp , [H|T1]) : - P r o p ( H ) , a lKProp ,TI ) . 
or a typed versión thereof, turns a Prolog meta-program into a fully declara-
tive program in higher-order logic. This simple example tells only a small part 
of the story, of course, as there are other ways to give a declarative semantics 
to meta-predicates. However, in our view, higher-order logic with predicate ab-
straction is an excellent choice for bringing metaprogramming within the scope 
of declarative programming, especially when management of substitutions in the 
object language is involved, via higher-order abstract syntax. It is also a natural 
framework for robust declarative treatment of automated deduction, and code 
and data speciñcation. 
It is also our feeling that translation of explicit higher-order notions into a 
ñrst-order formalism simply places the original speciñcation at a greater distance 
from the program semantics, and henee, the programmer a greater distance from 
the aims of declarative programming. 
The work discussed in this paper extends the untyped classical ñrst-order 
Horn clauses of core Prolog to untyped classical Horn clauses in higher-order 
logic, with predicate abstractions allowed. The main rationale for keeping types 
out of the picture is compatibility with existing Prolog code and Prolog systems, 
with all their tools for static analysis and program development, and so as to 
implement higher-order programming as a package loadable from Prolog. We 
are proposing an extensión to the syntax and semantics of core Prolog, not a 
compilation into it, as a basis for the syntax and semantics of the input code, 
(irrespective of whether or not the implementation actually does compile the 
code to Prolog in the end). 
A second, important consideration is that we consider powerful applications, 
including a new proposal for declarative deñnition of modules, that make use 
of self-application and head flex variables that is not typable in simply typed 
lambda-calculus, and, in particular, not legal AProlog code. Many applications 
may, in fact, be typable in a sufñciently strong type discipline. Even so, our 
eventual interest is in compile-time type inference through static analysis of 
type-free code. 
There is a type free higher order extensión of Prolog, namely Hilog, which 
has been presented [4] with a proof theory and a semantics based on (the well-
known) translation of higher-order logic into ñrst-order logic. It lacks predicate 
abstraction, however, which for us is an essential feature of Hiord. Although 
our formalism is inspired by the Hilog work, the semantics requires signiñeant 
reworking to permit abstraction. 
The paper is divided into two parts. The ñrst presents a strong formalism that 
allows higher-order resolution and term-rewriting with unrestricted abstraction 
of all terms and goals. The aim is to deñne a framework within which any number 
of practical restrictions can be studied. In this formalism we continué along the 
lines of the "anything goes" philosophy of Hilog. All terms can have a truth 
valué, compound terms can be functors, a functor can have múltiple arities. We 
deñne a model theory based on partial combinatory algebras [5] with certain 
semilattices serving as an object of truth-valúes, and show that our completely 
general resolution is sound. 
The formalism deñned is, in a sense, too strong to be a useful programming 
language. Since it contains the full untyped lambda-calculus, it permits untyped 
higher-order logical-functional programming. Indeed, one could virtually ignore 
the logic and simply program in the lambda-calculus (which, of course, is not 
our aim). For this reason we regard the Hiord formalism as more of a blueprint 
for deñning restricted type-free higher order languages, and we have included a 
second section in which a restriction of the language is discussed along with an 
implementation, the Híord package included in the latest reléase (1.11) of the 
Ciao system. 
A serious concern, of course, is tha t by combining higher-order logic with a 
type-free function calculus with a ñxed point operator one is coming dangerously 
cióse to inconsistency. Indeed if one adds unrestricted abstraction to the full logic 
of Hílog (as compared to the Horn Clause subset), one has an easy formalization 
of Curry 's paradox, a simple variant of Russell's, by deñning a predicate p = 
Xx.-ix(x). Then we have p(p) = ~^p(p)\ More subtle paradoxes can be found even 
in the absence of negation (see e.g. [6, 7]). We steer away from these problems by 
staying within the Horn fragment of logic with SLD resolution, which is shown 
sound with respect to the model theory introduced in section 3. 
2 The Syntax of Formal Hiord 
We initially consider a language with a very liberal syntax, which incorporates 
the flexibility of Hilog by allowing arity-free functors, and not distinguishing 
between functors and relators. 
A language for Hiord is a set S of non-logical parameters (which will contain 
all ñames for constants, function and relation symbols). It is also equipped with 
a set of variables V, as well as the logical parameters "," (comma), = (equality) 
and "E" (existence). 
Hiord terms and formulas are deñned by mutual recursion, as shown in the 
table below: 
Terms: 
1. A variable is a term. 
2. A nonlogical parameter is a term. 
3. If t,ti,... ,t„ are terms, then t(ti,... ,t„) is a term, called a simple term if 
t e S UV. 
4. If G is a goal and a; is a sequence of variables, {{x):-G} is a term, known as an 
abstraction. 
Atomic Formulas, Goals and clauses 
1. T is an atomic formula, called trae. 
2. If í , í i , . . . ,t„ are terms, then í ( í i , . . . ,t„) is an atomic formula. If t e S the 
formula is called rigid, and if t e V flex. 
3. If íi and ti are terms then t\ = ti is an atomic formula. 
4. An atomic formula is a goal. If G\ and Gi are goals, then the conjunction Gi, Gi 
is a goal, and for any goal G and variable x, E(x)G is a goal. 
5. A clause is a formula of the form H <— G where H is a rigid atomic formula 
with no occurrences of equality or abstractions, and G is a goal. 
Def in i t ion 1. A Hiord ¡OJÍC p r o g r a m is a finite set of clauses. A s t a t e is a pair 
{P\Q) where P is a program, and Q is a sequence of goals. The empty sequence, 
denoted O, is allowed. Goal sequences are defined by the following grammar: 
Q ::= D | G\Q(E)Q 
When the program is understood from context it may be omitted. When we write 
(P, A <— TI | Q), it is understood tha t we are distinguishing one of the clauses 
A <— TI of the program P. All program clauses are treated as tacitly closed by 
standardizing variables in clauses apart from any other variables appearing in a 
state or a deduction. For this reason, application of a unifying substitution 9 to 
a s tate (P\Q) results in the new state (P\Q6) . 
Def in i t ion 2. A s u b s t i t u t i o n 9 is a map from variables in V to terms over 
V U <S. Such a map lifts to a unique map (also denoted 9) from terms or goals 
to terms or goals, defined as follows: 
í ( í i ; . . . ,tn)9 = t9(ti9,... ,tn9) 
{(x):-G}9 = {(y):-G[x:=y}9} 
where y is a sequence of variables (of the same length as x) which are disjoint 
from the domain and range of 9, and G[x := y] is the result of simultaneously 
replacing, in G, every free occurrence of each variable x¿ in the sequence x with 
the corresponding variable yi of y. For nonatomic goals G\,G2 and E(x)G we 
define 
{GUG2)9 = (Gi9, G29) and (E(x)G)0 = (E(y)G[x := y}9) 
with the same conditions as above for x and y. 
Substitutions lift to goal sequences in the obvious way. We now give resolution 
proof rules for Hiord logic programs. 
Def in i t ion 3 . A resolution step for Hiord is a ternary relation ~~> on states x 
subs x states. We write ñ\ ~~> S2 instead of (si,9,s2) € ~~>. 
There are six kinds of resolution steps. In the rules defining them, below, 
equality may be taken as one of s tr ict equality (the terms must be identical 
without any reduction taking place), a lpha- equivalence, or b e t a - e t a equivalence. 
1. Backchain: (P, A <- Tl\g cg> A' cg> g'} -t- (P,A<-Tl\ge}<g>TW<g>g'e where 
6A = eA'. 
2. Unify: (P|0(g)íi =í 2(x)0) - ¿ (P\gO cg) g'O) where íi<9 = t20. 
3. Reduce: (P\g) -U (P\s')- denotíng any a or ¡3 reduction (or conversión, their 
congruence closure) of a term or subterm in a sequence of goals. 
I Conjunction: (P\g <g>G1,G2 Og'} -& (P\g cg) d cg> G2 (8) Q') 
5. Existence: (P\g Cg) 3x.G Cg) g'} ~> (P\g Cg) G Cg) Q') where the bound variable x 
is assumed distinct from any other variable occurring in g Cg) G Cg) g'. 
6. True: The instantiation of head variable in a flex goal X,X(ti,... ,tn) by T 
or X(xi,... ,x„).T is a resolution step, (P\g) ~> (P\QO), with substitution 
9 = [X := T] or [X := \(xi,... ,xn).T] as the case may be. 
To ñx one formalism, we take the last option for equality, f3r¡ equivalence, as 
the "ofñcial equality" of Hiord. This, of course, requires the implementation of 
potentially non-terminating higher-order uniñcation. In practice, this is one of 
the where restrictions are of interest [81. 
The symbols 3, ¡3 and <g> writ ten over the reduction symbol, a notational con-
venience, are just different ñames for the identity substitution. A c o n v e n t i o n 
we will adopt, except where otherwise indicated, in this paper, is tha t the unify-
ing substi tution displayed over a reduction arrow is understood to be restricted 
to the free variables in its source. 
All bound variables in explicit existential quantiñcations and lambda-
abstractions are assumed to be distinct from each other, all free variables present 
in each state, and all variables occurring in (the domain or range of) substitu-
tions. 
Finally, we define a resolution proof of a state (P\Q) to be a sequence of 
resolution steps ending with the empty sequence D of goals. 
3 Semantics 
We will need the following algebraic notion of an object of t ru th valúes, which 
can be thought of as a limited Boolean or Heyting algebra. 
Def in i t ion 4. An LP-algebra f2 = (Í2, T , <, A) consists of a meet-semilattice 
(Í2, < , A) with a top element T . 
In the presence of a Hiord structure, defined below, LP-agebras will be required 
to have certain potentially infinite parametrized suprema. 
Def in i t ion 5. A Hiord s t r u c t u r e 
21 = (U,5, í, T, A a , 3 a , eq a , ©,_p, Trh 7i>, w, Q) 
is given by the following data: 
1. A nonempty set U, callea the carrier, domain or underlying set of 21 , and 
also denoted | 21 |, with T , s , í, A^, 3 a , p , 7r¡, 7rr G U. 
2. (U, 5, í, ©} is a partía! comhinatory algebra with pairing operator p and pro-
jectionS 7T¡, 7Tr 
3. An LP algebra (Í2, T, <, A) with all (finite and infinite) [/-parametrized joins 
required in the following definition of LO. 
4- A partió! map LU : U —> fl. 
This structure must also satisfy the following conditions (where juxtaposition 
denotes left-associative application Q>): 
TTl(pUv) = U TTr(pUv) = V 
suvw = {uw){vw) 
ÍUV = U 
w(T) = Tn 
LÜ(A^UV) = An(uj(u),uj(v)) 
ui(3<&u) = \J\uj{ud) : d G U and ud defined in £/} 
w(eqaMiM2 • • • un) = T Q iffui=u2 = ••• = un 
In a Hiord s tructure, the (possibly) infinite meets used in the condition for 
UJ(3<HU) must exist. This condition is considerably weaker than requiring ar-
bi trary suprema to exist, but the reader may take f¿ to be complete lattice 
without significant loss of generality. 
In the presence of a pairing operator and projections, we can assume the ex-
istence of the following derived notions of n-tuples and n-ary projections (where 
Parenthesized superscripts denote iteration): 
(u) := u 
( « i , . . . , « „ ) :=pui(u2,.. . , «„} (n > 2) 
7T; if k = 1 < n 
• • = < < - , • 
i f A: 
Tk-inr if 1 < k < n 
If u G 21, we write (M)¿ for ir™ when n is clear from context. 
With these definitions, we have nn{ui,..., un) = u/. and if u = ( « i , . . . , un) 
then (u)k = Mfc in 21 . 
D e f i n i t i o n 6. Let S be a set of parameters. Let 21 be a Hiord structure. An 
2l-ass ignment is a map 
L :S ->U, 
and an 2 l -environment is a map 
v : V -* U. 
A structure 21, an assignment / and an 21 -environment v induce an interpre-
ta t ion , tha t is to say, a map i / [ _ ] a , / (abbreviated to z/[_] when the remaining 
parameters are clear from context) from terms and formulas to the domain U of 
21 as follows: 
v\X ] = v{X) defined, for X e V (1) 
v\s\ =L{s) for seS (2) 
i>lt{tí,...,tn)\=V[t\(Vltí\,...,Vltn\) (3) 
4*1 = *2 ] = eq a i / [ í i M í 2 ] (4) 
v\{{x):-G}\ = [x]z/[G[x¿ := (x ) i ] i< i <„] where x = ( x i , . . . , xn) (5) 
ly¡GuG2¡=A^¡G1piG2¡ (6) 
I / p x G ] = 3 a [ x ] I / [ G [ x : = x ] ] (7) 
and where each x¡ is a fresh variable not in V (and henee not in the domain 
of v) and [x¡]w denotes so-called bracket abstractíon in the model, deñnable in 
any partial combinatory algebra, and described below. First, we briefly note that 
in the setting of a combinatory algebra, currying of terms is automatically en-
forced, since a sequence of applications, allowed in our syntax, has the semantics 
v\(t\ • • • tn) ] = v\t\ ] • • • v\tn ]. However we incorpórate the conventional syntax 
of core prolog by treating múltiple arity arguments as vectors in clause 3 of the 
preceding deñnition. 
3.1 Bracket Abstraction over 21 
Syntactic translation of closed A-terms to variable free combinatory logic is well-
known, and has been used extensively in compilation of functional programming 
languages. Here we have to consider the additional wrinkle of doing it with 
respect to an ambient model, so we give the details. 
In order to define semantíc bracket abstraction and the interpretation of 
terms and formulas with bound variables rigorously, we will need to make use of 
several intermedíate notions of term: those built up from elements of the carrier 
U of a Hiord structure and a fresh set variables, and the collection of Hiord terms 
and goals built up using two sets of variables. Let W be a fresh set of variables 
(i.e. disjoint from S U V), in one-to-one correspondence with V, via the mapping 
I I - > X . 
Let 21 be a Hiord structure with carrier U, and let [7[W] be the set of terms 
freely built from U and W using application in 21: 
- i f x e W t h e n x e U[W], 
- iíu,ve U[W] then uve U[W\. 
We extend £/[VV] to the set A£/[VV] of bracket-abstracted terms as follows: 
- i f x e W t h e n x e XU[W], 
- iíu,ve XU[W] then uve XU[W}. 
- if u e XU[W] and x e W then [x]w e XU[W}. 
Let p[W] be the set of Hiord terms and goals containing occurrences (possibly 
bound) of variables in V and only free occurrences of variables in W . Let v : V —> 
U be a 2l-environment. Extend i / t o a function v : V U W —> £/[VV] by defining 
it to be the identity function on W, and then to a function v : p[W ] —> U[W ] in 
the usual way, i.e. according to the equations (1-7). Then, the result of applying 
v to goals using these equations is a bracket abstraction, i.e. a term in A£/[VV]. 
These expressions denote members of U according to the following rules: 
Deñnition 7. We define bracket abstraction with respect to (21, v). Terms 
in A£/[VV] denote the following unique members ofU: 
[x]x = stt (8) 
[x]w = tu ¿/x does not oceur freely in u, (9) 
[x]uv = s([x]u)([x]v) (10) 
Note tha t these rules deñne the denotation of nested abstractions (such as 
[x][y]w) by ñrst replacing [y]u by the member of U it denotes.4 
3.2 TVuth in a n I n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
A structure together with an assignment (21,1) will be called a model. It induces, 
in the presence of an environment v a mapping from goals to t ru th valúes: 
[4f : Goals - • Í2 
given by: 
[G] = w(z/[G]) for all goals G. 
The mapping is independent of the environment if G is closed. 
We say a clause TI —> Hd is true in a model if, for every environment v we 
have [T7 \v <n \Hd\v. A program is true in a model (or (21,1) is a model of a 
program) if its clauses are. 
We can lift interpretations to sequences of goals in the obvious way: 
[ G i ( g ) - . . ( g ) G n ] = [ G i ] A - . - A [ G n ] . 
T h e o r e m 1 ( S o u n d n e s s ) . 
If {P\Qi) ~~> (-P|fl2) then in every model of P and for any environment v, 
[02 Jt- < Iflié*!^- Therefore, m particular, if (P\Q) ~» • then lg9J„ = Tn. 
To prove this theorem, we need several technical lemmas. 
L e m m a 1 (a a n d ¡3 s o u n d n e s s ) . 
Renaming of bound variables is sound in Hiord semantics. In particular, sup-
pose y is a variable distinct from x and not occurring freely in O. Then 
[Ax.G]„ = \\y.G[x := y] \v y fresh 
[3x.G]„ = [3y.G[x := y] \v y fresh 
¡3-reduction is sound. In particular 
[(Ax.G)í] I / = [ x ] [ G [ x : = x ] ] I / - [ t ]„ 
4
 The denotation of bracket abstraction can be defined in ternas of an evaluation map 
()* from AJ7[W] to U given by transition rules imitating the equations just given. 
The extra notational step does not seem to add any clarity to the definition. In either 
case one must show that for any (closed) bracket abstraction u, there is a unique 
normal form, i.e. a unique abstraction-free member of U denoted by u. This is left 
to the reader. 
The proof of soundness of a, by induction on the cases of the deñnition of 
bracket abstraction, is straightforward and left to the reader. 
The proof of the soundness of /?, given the combinatory nature of our models, 
is a straightforward adaptat ion of Curry 's combinatory completeness arguments 
[9] to structures with environments. We prove one step of contraction is sound for 
the last two of the three cases of the bracket abstraction deñnition, by showing 
([X]M)W = w[x := v], the ñrst case amounting to a veriñcation of the fact tha t stt 
is the identity function in a combinatory algebra. 
If x does not occur freely in u, then ([X]M)W = tuv = u which agrees with 
w[x := v\. If u is wi«2, then ([X]M)W = s([x]wi)([x]w2)w which in tu rn gives 
(([X]MI)Í ;)(([X]M2)W). By induction, the result is immediate. 
The reader can easily check full ¡3 conversión is sound. 
L e m m a 2 ( S u b s t i t u t i o n l e m m a ) . Let G be a goal (or a sequence of goals), 
9 a suhstitution, v an environment into a structure 21. Let vg he the modified 
environment induced by 9, that is to say, for each variable x, vg{x) = v{9{x)). 
Then v\G0\ = ve\G\, and henee \G0\* = [ G ] ^ . 
We now prove the substitution lemma, ñrst for térras t, then for formulas G by 
structural induction. 
Proof Suppose 
t is a parameter in S: 
Then z/[í0] = I(s) and also ve[t\= I(s). 
t is a variable X: 
Then v{X9j = vg{Xj by deñnition. 
t is of the form u • v: 
A special case is t = X(t\ .. .tn) for a variable X or t = r(t\ .. .tn) for some 
parameter r . Then v\u • v0\ = v\a9 • v9\ = f [w#] -i/Jw^]. By induction hypoth-
esis, this is equal to vg \u ] • vg [-y ] and henee vg \a • v ] . 
t is Xx.G: 
Then v\tO\ is v\\y.G\x := y\6\ for any y distinct from x and disjoint from the 
variables in the domain or range of 9, which gives [y]z/[G[x := y\6\. By the in-
duction hypothesis, this is equal to [y]z/g[G[x : = y ] ] . and, by soundness of a 
conversión, to [x]i/g[G], which is precisely z/g[Ax.G]. 
The cases t i = ti and G i , G2 follow immediately from the induction hypoth-
esis, and the Bx.G case is similar to abstraction, and left to the reader. 
We now prove the soundness theorem. 
Proof (Soundness). The result is shown by induction on the length of the given 
resolution deduction. The length 0 case gives the conclusión trivially. Suppose 
the claim holds for all deductions length smaller than soné natural number n > 0, 
and tha t we are given a deduction of length n whose ñrst step is backchain: 
{P,A^Tl\So®A' (8)01) ^ {P,A<^Tl\9oOi®TW1®Sle1) ^i ••• ^ {P,A^Tl\g} 
where 9 = 9\9\ 
By the induction hypothesis, in any model of P, A <— TI we have 
the latter truth valué being equal to [flo^Ji/ A p W ] , , A [0i#]„. Now, since [] 
is assumed a model of P , for any environment v we have \Tl\v < IAJV, so, in 
particular, for any substitution 9 we have [T7]„e < [-A]j/e- By the substitution 
lemma IT16\V < IA6\V. Since [A6\v = IA'6\V, we have 
[fi>%< [flo^l^A [TZ0]„A [ f l i0]„ 
< [flo^l.A \A'O\VA [fll0]„ 
< l(go ®A'®aje}» 
as we wanted to show. 
Now we consider the case where the ñrst step in the deduction is an occur-
rence of the unify rule: 
(P|flo <8> íl = Í2 ® fll) ^ {P\QoO <g> Ql9) ^ • • • ^ . 
where t\9 = t^O. 
It sufñces to show that [({jo <S> {Ji)#]j/ < [(filo ® ¿i = ¿2 <S> {Ji)#]j/ in any model 
of P . But this requirement is equivalent to 
[ ( 0 O ® t l = t 2 ® 0 l ) 0 ] „ = [flo^l.A M = Í2#]„A [fli^]„ 
= eq a [ í i0 ] | „ IMl„=T 
which always holds. 
Now suppose the ñrst step in the deduction is an occurrence of the exísts 
rule: 
(Plflo^BxGigifi,!) ^ (P|filo ® Gé> (g) g) - ^ ••• - ^
 ; 
with x fresh. It sufñces to show that for any environment [G0]„ < p x G ] „ 
which is straightforward, and left to the reader. 
4 Restricting the Formalism 
We have so far deñned a very general formalism intended to capture essentially 
all the higher-order features of Hilog, together with full-blown abstraction and ¡3 
rewriting. As mentioned in the introduction, the formalism should be viewed as a 
framework for deñning higher-order declarative languages, by suitably restricting 
the calculus, imposing type disciplines, and making use of abstract interpretation 
for type inference and specialization. 
The aim of this section is to give examples of the use of the higher order 
features described, and suggest some interesting restrictions of the formalism. 
4.1 T h e Hiord-1 Langua g e 
A language for Hiord-1 is composed by a set T of ñames for constants and 
functions, a set 1Z of ñames of relations, and a set V of variables, such tha t the 
three are nonempty and disjoint pairwise. 
Data (terms) and predicates are distinguished. Terms are restricted to those 
formed using parameters in T at the head, and Atomic goals are restricted to 
terms formed with relational parameters or variables at the head. The table 
below summarizes the formal abstract syntax of Hiord-1, a restriction of the 
Hiord syntax. 
Definition of terms: 
1. A variable is a term. 
2. A ñame in T is a term. 
3. If t\,... , tn are terms, and s g f , then s(ti,. .. , tn) is a term. 
4. If G is a goal and a; is a sequence of variables, then {(x):- G} is a term, known 
as an abstraction. 
Definitions of atomic formulas, Goals and Clauses: 
1. T is an atomic formula. 
2. A ñame r e 1Z is an atomic formula, and if í i , . . . , t„ are terms, then r(ti,... ,t„) 
is an atomic formula. This kind of atomic formulas are called rigid. 
3. If X is a variable and í i , . . . , t„ are terms, then X and X(ti,... , t„) are atomic 
formulas. 
4. If íi and ti are terms, then t\ = ti is an atomic formula. 
5. An atomic formula is a goal. If G\ and Gi are goals, then G1&G2 is a goal, and 
if re is a variable, YJ(X)G\ is a goal. 
6. A clause is a formula of the form H <— G, where H is a rigid atomic formula 
and G is a goal. 
Formally we take Hiord-1 resolution rules to be a subset of Hiord, using strict 
ñrst-order equality of terms in uniñcation, which is, of course, a subset of ¡3r¡-
conversion. Thus our model theory and soundness results provide a semantic base 
for this fragment. In practice, the language is sufñciently restricted to permit 
some obvious compile-time transformations tha t produce WAM-ready Prolog 
code. These are discussed in [10] and in the documentation for its implementation 
as the Hiord-1 package in Ciao [11]. 
4.2 C o n c r e t e S y n t a x of Higher -Order D a t a a n d E x a m p l e s 
We now propose a concrete syntax for higher-order da ta in Hiord-1. Our proposal 
aims at syntactically differentiating higher-order da ta from ordinary terms. Thus, 
in modules using the h iord package, all terms to be considered higher-order da ta 
are surrounded by { } . The most general syntax for predícate abstractíons follows 
the pat tern: 
{ sharedvars -> ' ' (absvars) : - G } 
which represents the term in the formalism {(x):-E(y) G} and where absvars 
is a comma-separated sequence of distinct variables representing the vector of 
abstracted variables listed in x, and {sharedvars) is a comma-separated sequence 
listing all exported variables, i.e. all variables that are not existentially quantiñed. 
These variables are shared with the rest of the clause. Variables not appearing 
in sharedvars or in absvars are existentially quantiñed (i.e., correspond to those 
in y), i.e., they are local to the predicate abstraction, even if their ñames happen 
to coincide with variables outside the predicate abstraction. 
When sharedvars is empty the arrow is omitted. Also, when absvars is empty 
no surrounding parenthesis are written (i.e., only ' ' is used). Finally, when G 
is t rue the ": - t rue" part can also be omitted. Note that the functor ñame in 
the head is the void atom ' ' . 
Conjunction is written with a comma and disjunction, treated in the theory 
clS el deñned symbol, is written with semicolon. 
Some simple examples of higher-order predicates and uses of predicate ab-
stractions are: 
°/o l ist(List ,Pred) : Pred is true for a l l elements of List 
l i s t ( [ ] , _ ) . 
l ist([X|Xs], P) : - P(X), l is t(Xs, P) . 
°/o map(List 1,Reí,List2) : Reí is true for a l l pairs of elements of 
°/o Listl and List2 in the same position 
map([], _ , [ ] ) . 
map([X|Xs], P, [Y|Ys]) : - P(X,Y), map(Xs, P, Ys) . 
all_less(Ll, L2) : - map(Ll, {"(X,Y) : - X < Y}, L2) . 
°/o child_of (Person, Mother, Father) : Family datábase 
child_of(tom, mary, john). 
same_mother(L) :- list(L, {H -> " (S) :- child_of(S,M,_)}). 
same_parents(L) : - l i s t (L, {H,F -> " (S) : - child_of(S,H,F)}). 
The decisión of marking shared variables instead of existential variables is 
based on the following considerations: 
— This approach makes clear which variables can affect the predicate abstrac-
tion "from outside." 
— Unique existential variables in the predicate abstraction can be written sim-
ply as anonymous variables (_). 
— Compile-time code transformations are simpliñed, since new variables intro-
duced by expansions should be existential (there is no need to add them to 
the head). 
— The compilation of the predicate abstraction is also simpliñed. 
An additional syntactic form is provided: cío sures. Closures are "syntactic 
sugar" for certain predícate abstractions, and can always be written as predi-
cate abstractions instead (but they are more compact) . All higher-order da ta 
(surrounded by {}) not adhering to predicate abstraction syntax is a closure. In 
a closure, each occurrence of the a tom # corresponds to a parameter of the pred-
icate abstraction tha t it represents. All variables in a closure are shared with the 
rest of the clause (for compatibility with meta-programming). As an example, 
the following deñnition of s a m e _ p a r e n t s / 2 using a closure is equivalent to the 
previous one: 
same_parents(L) : - l i s t ( L , { c h i l d _ o f ( # , _ M , _ F ) } ) . 
If there are several #'s in the closure, they each correspond to a successive 
element of the sequence of abstracted variables in the corresponding predicate 
abstraction (i.e., in the same order). For example, the following deñnition of 
a l l _ l e s s / 2 is equivalent to the one above: 
a l l _ l e s s ( L l , L2) : - map(Ll , { # < # } , L2 ) . 
Note tha t closures are simply a compact but limited abbreviation. If a different 
order is required, then a predicate abstraction should be used instead. 
S o m e E x a m p l e s a n d a C o m p a r i s o n of P r o g r a m m i n g S ty le w i t h Hilog. 
We star t by showing the higher-order predicate which defines the transitive clo-
sure of a given relation: 
c losure(R,X,Y) : - R(X,Y). 
c losure(R,X,Y) : - R(X,Z) , c l o s u r e ( R , Z , Y ) . 
Assume now tha t we have the family datábase defined in a previous example 
c h i l d _ o f ( P e r s o n , Mother , F a t h e r ) . Then, given a list of people, to verify 
that all have the same father one could do: 
s ame_fa the r (L) : - l i s t ( L , {F -> " (S) : - c h i l d _ o f ( S , _ , F ) > ) . 
This would be expressed in Hilog as: 
f a t h e r ( F ) ( S ) : - c h i l d . o f ( S , _ , F ) . 
s ame_fa the r (L) : - l i s t ( L , f a t h e r ( _ ) ) . 
Which is more laborious. Admittedly, the explicit deñnition of a predicate some-
times is more clear, but this can also be done in Hiord-1, of course. 
f a t h e r ( F , S) : - c h i l d . o f ( S , _ , F ) . 
s ame_fa the r (L) : - l i s t ( L , { f a t h e r ( _ , # ) } ) . 
But assume now tha t we want to define a predicate to enumérate the descen-
dents of someone which may share a Y-chromosome feature ( that is, only the 
father relation is taken into account). In Hiord-1, given the f a t h e r / 2 relation 
above one could say: 
descendent_Y(X,Y) : - c l o s u r e ( { f a t h e r ( # , # ) } , X , Y ) . 
and if father/2 were not deñned, one would say: 
descendent_Y(X,Y) : - c l o s u r e ( { " (F ,S) : - c h i l d _ o f ( S , _ , F ) > , X , Y ) . 
In Hilog one would think that , as a f a ther relation was already deñned for 
same_f a t h e r , it could be used for this new predicate. But note tha t the f a ther 
relation deñned above (Hilog versión) is not a binary relation and thus one would 
need to deñne another father2/2 relation: 
f a t h e r 2 ( F , S ) : - c h i l d . o f ( S , _ , F ) . 
descendent_Y(X,Y) : - c l o s u r e ( f a t h e r 2 , X, Y) . 
Tha t father2 relation is semantically equivalent to the father relation, but 
their different uses in higher-order predicates forces one to make several versions. 
4.3 Formal iz ing M o d u l e S truc ture in Hiord 
We now consider an example tha t exploits the fact tha t we are working with 
a higher-order function calculus tha t allows explicit recursion in our case, a 
fragment of the untyped A-calculus. The reader should note tha t although flex 
terms are not explicitly allowed as heads of clauses, such a generalized notion of 
clause is expressible via bindings to lambda-terms, in an essential way, below. 
In our example we deñne modules using predicates and higher-order vari-
ables and viewing a module as a predicate which returns a series of predicate 
abstractions. The module in question, l i s t _mod , defines the Member, L i s t , and 
Reverse predicates, using some auxiliary predicates. 
l i s t s_mod(Hember , L i s t , Reve r se ) : -
Member = {Member -> " ( X , L) : - L = [ X | _ ] , 
; L = [ _ | X s ] , Member(X, Xs) 
} . 
L i s t = { L i s t -> " ( L , P) : - L = [] 
; L = [XlXs] , P ( X ) , L i s t ( X s , P) 
} , 7,7, H i g h e r - O r d e r p r e d i c a t e 
Rev3 = {Rev3 -> " ( L , R l , R2) : - L = [ ] , Rl = R2 
; L = [ E l E s ] , Rev3(Es , [E|L] ,R) 
} , 7,7, I n t e r n a l p r e d i c a t e 
Rever se = {Rev3 -> " (L, R) : - Rev3(L, [ ] , R) } . 
Note tha t the definitions of the predicate abstractions which are recursive 
(Member, L i s t , and Rev3) involve unifications which do not pass the occur-check. 
While this may be considered a problem, note tha t the compiler can easily detect 
such cases (a variable is unified to a predicate abstraction which uses this variable 
in a flex goal) and transíate them deñning an auxiliary higher-order extensión 
of the predicate, as the following code shows: 
lists_mod(Hember, List, Reverse) :-
He = { "(X, L, R) :- L = [XI _] 
; L = [_|Xs] , R(X, Xs, R) 
}, 7,7, Internal predícate 
Hember = { He -> 
"(X,L) :- He(X, L, He) 
}. 
Li = { "(L, P, R) :- L = [] 
; L = [XlXs], P(X), R(Xs, P, R) 
} , 7,7, I n t e rna l p red íca te 
Lis t = { Li -> 
" ( L , P ) : - Li(L, P, Li) 
} . 
This module can then be used in another module for example as follows: 
main(X) : -
lists_mod(Member,_,_), %% Import Member from lists_mod. 
Member(X,[1,3,5]). '/,'/, Cali Member. 
or simply called from the top level for example as follows: 
?- lists_mod(Member,_,_), Member(X,[1,3,5]). 
5 Conclusions and Further Work 
This paper studies a framework for deñning the syntax and semantics of a type-
free higher-order extensions to core Prolog with predicate abstractions. Some of 
the uses of type-free predicate abstraction and higher-order features are under-
scored, including ways to capture metaprogramming and to formalize module 
structure. The formalism (and the various subsets considered) is shown sound 
with respect to a model theory based on partial combinatory algebras with an 
object oftruth-valúes. Practical restrictions of this framework are then discussed, 
along with an implementation included as a package in Ciao-prolog. Examples 
are given showing the use of the notions introduced to define various higher-order 
predicates, and databases applications. These include programs to compare pro-
gramming in this framework with code in other Higher-order formalisms. 
The framework proposed gives rise to many questions the authors hope to ad-
dress in future research. In particular, a rigorous treatment must be developed for 
comparison with other higher-order formal systems (Hilog, Lambda-Prolog). For 
example, it is reasonably straightforward to conservatively transíate the Higher-
order Horn fragment of AProlog into Hiord by erasing types, as the resolution 
rules are essentially the same (assuming a type-safe higher-order unification pro-
cedure). 
Clearly, the formalisms presented need a more thoroughgoing semantical 
analysis -declarative and operational- as well as completeness theorems for var-
ious typed and type-free restrictions, and a with abstract interpretation taken 
into account. Also, a formal t reatment is needed for the new proposal for module 
deñnition given in this paper. 
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